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ճҔեྕεႝዀғౢଯ HBCB ֖ໆϐᆘل
วܴΓǺ ߲Ў շ௲
ൂ ՏǺ ୯ҥᆵεᏢ १ࠔࣽ܌زࣴמ
ᙁ ᐕǺ!(ёӈр࣬ᜢೱ่Ǵٯӵ܌سǵࣴ࠻زᆛ।)!
https://www.fst.ntu.edu.tw/zh_tw/Facultymembers/Full_time
/%E4%B8%81-%E4%BF%9E%E6%96%87-11215109
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ѱϷሡ:
ᐒૈ܄નϐ໒วࢂ଼ந१ࠔࣴวޑঁख़ᗺǶHBCB ࢂᅿ܌ዕޑޕᐒ
ૈ܄ԋϩǴςჴૈڋΓᡏύኰઓسઓᏤǴڀԖᙼۓᆒઓǵׯ
๓ᏢಞૈΚǵफ़եՈᓸǵӼઓշǴаϷ׳ԃයόғфૈǶѱ୧ޑ
HBCB ౢࠔεӭٰԾϯᏢӝԋ܈༾ғނวሇғԋǴᄊаጤ៶ࣁЬǴఈϐό՟Ϻ
ฅ१ࠔǴځ१Ҕߡճ܄Ϸჹޣϐ֎ЇΚԖࡑуமǴғౢଯ HBCB ֖ໆޑપ
Ϻฅጫ݀ҊǴନΑׯ๓ॊલᗺǴ׳ёߦޣϐᔼᎦ֡ᑽǶᆒΚ෯ޑѱ
ሡԃගϲǴࡐӭ҇Ծᇙጫ݀ҊȐхࡴᆒΚ෯ǵғᐒȑ
Ǵՠதӧ
চᒧ܈ڗೀᎁၶ֚ᜤǵགਔ໔όϩଛǴࣗޣ܈ԿԖ१ࠔӼӄБय़ޑ
៝ቾǴҁਢଯ HBCB ֖ໆપϺฅጫ݀Ҋౢࠔϐр҅ࢂਔংǶ!

ೌמᄔा:
аեྕεႝዀೀߦଯ HBCB ᆘلϐғౢǴаԜᆘࣁلЬচᇙբ
ଯ HBCB ֖ໆϐϺฅጫ݀ҊǴׯ๓ҁβᐒૈ܄નอલϐୢᚒ٠ӣᔈޣϐ଼
நሡǶ!
!
ᓬ༈;!
! Ҟѱय़ғౢ HBCB ޑБݤԖǺϯᏢӝԋǵ༾ғނวሇғԋϷނғӝԋ
೭ΟᅿǶٿᅿБݤӚԖόλޑલᗺǴӵྋᏊϷᚇࢥનϐූ੮Ǵԋ१
ࠔӼӄϷ଼நϐᅪቾǶҗܭॊϯᏢӝԋϷ༾ғނวሇϐܴᡉલᗺǴ߈ԃа
ނғӝԋғౢ HBCB ᅌᅌډڙख़ຎǴோԜБݤᗨคܴᡉୋբҔǴՠౢໆୃեǴӢ
ԶԋҁၸଯǴቹៜѱᝡݾΚǶҁჴᡍ࠻߈ٰ໒วԋфӧӝԋҁΠౢрଯ HBCB
֖ໆᆘޑلБݤǴаԜᄧҊբࣁЬচᇙϺฅଯ HBCB ϐጫ݀ҊǴ࡞ёံى
ԋҁၸଯϐલᗺǶ!
ᝡݾౢࠔ;!2/ȠΟӭȡӳჱ¯Qmvt ፄБ܄ނጤ៶!3/!εᙴғמᎽữለวሇނ
)֖ HBC ݀ B*ܫᇸуம ހ4/٫ယᓪૡ!!
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Utilizing atmospheric cold plasma to produce mung bean sprouts with High-GABA content

PIǺ Prof. Yu-Wen Ting
Department of Institute of Food Science and Technology,
National Taiwan University.

Experience:
https://www.fst.ntu.edu.tw/zh_tw/Facultymembers/Full_time/%E4
%B8%81-%E4%BF%9E%E6%96%87-11215109

Market Needs:
The development of new functional materials is an important of
health food research and development. GABA is a well-known functional component that has been
proven to be a substance that can inhibit nerve conduction in the human central nervous system. It has
the ability to calm nerves, improve learning ability, it lowers blood pressure, calms the mind and helps
sleep, and relieves the physiological functions of menopause discomfort. The commercially available
GABA products are mainly capsules, but their convenience and tasty need to be strengthened. If they can
be made into living vegetable juices with high GABA content, in addition to improving the disadvantages,
they also have nutritional balance. Moreover, the market demand for living vegetable juice has increased
year by year. Most people will make their own living vegetable juices, but they often cause health hazards
due to improper processing of raw materials. In addition to avoiding food poisoning doubts, this
vegetable juice can also increase the added value of product nutrition and other values.

Our Technology:
Atmospheric cold plasma treatment is used to promote the production of high-GABA mung bean
sprouts, and to produce high-GABA mung bean sprouts of living vegetable juice to improve the shortage
of local functional materials.

Strength:
There are three methods for producing GABA on the market, namely: chemical synthesis, microbial
fermentation and plant biosynthesis. Both of the first two production methods have considerable
shortcomings, such as residues of solvents and bacterial toxins, which can cause food safety and health
concerns. Due to the obvious shortcomings of chemical synthesis and microbial fermentation, the
method of producing GABA by plant biosynthesis has gradually been paid attention in recent years.

Competing Products:
1."San Duo" Hao Shu Ning® Plus compound plant-based capsules 2. The doctor's technique of glutamic
acid fermented product 3. GABA Tea

Intellectual Properties:
This technology has cooperated with the ITRI to develop atmospheric cold plasma equipment, and the
research team has also communicated with professionals in various fields.

Contact:
Center for Industry-Academia Cooperation, NTU

E-mail: ntuciac@ntu.edu.tw

